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Predicted vortex induced motions are presented foi a variety of probe aircraft.
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FOREWORD

This report describes t.,e results of an inhouse investigation

dealing with an analysis of the response of aircraft encountering

aircraft wake turbulence. The work was partially sponsored by The

Pennsylvania State University and later by the Air Force Flight

Dynamics Laboratory. Both organizations suppl.ed the author with

computer time.

Special recogniftion should be given to Dis. B. W. McCormick

and J. J. Eisenhuth cf The Pennsylvania State University and

Dr. G. Kurqlowich of the Air Force Flight l-ynamics Laboratory for

their technical guidance.

This investigation was performed during the period frcm

September 1972 to April of 1974. The manuscript was submitted by

the author on 10 June 1974.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The wing of an airplane generates frm its trailing edge a vortex

sheet which rapidly rolls up into two trailing tip vortices. These

vortices have been obseived to persist for distances of up to 10 miles

or more behind large aircraft. It can be easily shown that the

strength of the trailing vortices increases with the size of the air-

craft that generates them, whereas the maxmum tangential velocity

increases inversely witn the velocity of the aircraft. Hence the Most

severe vortex system to be expected is that generated bý a large air-

craft during either take-off or landing. Therefore the vortex hazard

is greatest in the terminal area. The probability of a vortex

related accident is becoiting more severe with the growing disparity tn

aircraft size and with increasing air Lraffic. During the past

several years, there ha•s been a renewed interest in the hazard due to

aircraft trailing vortices. Much of the analytical and experimenral

research conducted during this period deals with methods of predicting

the vortex velocity field as well as its rate of decay. There are,

however, two areas which have not received much attention. These are

the effect of atmospheric conditions on the transport and decay cf the

vortices and the dynamic behavior of an aircraft penetrating the

vortex system. It is the latter topic which is the subject of this

report.

The need to know the dynamic behavior of an aircraft encountering

a vortex wake becomes clear when one reviews the present goals of the

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The FAA plans to increase
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airport and airway capacity by a factor of two by 1980 and by a factcr

of five by 1995. In order to accomplish a two foid increase by 1Q80

the FAA Droposes -o improve landing aids, reduce sepa:ation di. %n.2es

between aircraft to two miles, and to utilize dual runways whic:- ar,

1
Sess than 2500 feet apart. This of course is in 61rtct oppos_ on

to the suggestion that aircraft be separated by greater a!star ?to

insure adeuate safety from aircraft wake turbulence. The FAA ., cog-

nizes that the vortex hazard poses a serious threat to aircraft

safety and airport utilization and is attempting to find a s.)'! -On

bý supporting research in t.le areas of vortex dissipation and vortex

detecticn.

Efforts to eliminate the vertex ha2ard by causing the vortices

to dEay earlier have not as yet v.een succe-sful. T.he varioub .on-

cepts which have been considered include wing es~gr., mass injection,

spoilers, oscillating control surfaces,, engine location, ani troiling

.odies. The subject of vortex dissipato.-s is treated in reference 2.

All of these devices change the velocity f'eld In the vicinity of the

wing. Ftoweve~r, these devices do not appear to change the vortex

system at distances far dow'nstream oF the aircraft. For example, it

was suggested by Corsiglia, Jacobsen, and Chigier' that placing a small

vertical panel near the wing tip would cause a modification of the

vortex. Wind tunnel results seemed to verify thetr idea. However,

when the device was placed on a Convair 990 the results were incon-

clusive. The pilots of the aircraft probing the 990's wake r',porteo

"that they were unable to detect any difference ýetween the Convair 990

with or without the vortex dissipator.
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The lealing c.andidate for a vortex detect 4 ,a system is an acoustic

sensor. There are several devices pr2sently under ccrsideration. They

all have limited range and can only determine the vortices located in

a very narrow field of view. Figure 1 taken from referenL= 1 shows an

artist's conception of the planned vortex detection system.

Even if an operational vortex detection system is developed

within the next few years one still needs to know how hazardous a

detected vortex is to the next aircraft to pass through the same air-

space. The information included in this dissertation will aid in

determ!ning safe operating procedures ia 'he terminal area.

This report attempts to evaluate the relationship between

the motion of the penetrating aircraft and the size and operating con-

ditions of the generating aircraft. It also considers the age of the

vortex and the manner in which the vortex is encountered.
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SECTION IT-

PREVIOUS I•VESTIGATIONS

Th-! problem associated with an aircraft penetrating the trailing

vortae system of another aircraft was first analyzed by Bleviss . In

his arysi, he determined the xm roll rate to be expected if the

aircraft wer:e suddenly immersed aloiig the axis of one of the vorti.ces

as shown in rlgure 2. The induced roll rate was comparei, with the

roll rate availabl,. us!cg c.ileron control. The analysis pointA.d out

the hazard to light aircraft encount.ring the waka of a civilian

transport aircraft.

Introduction of let transports into commercial aviation in the

late fifties prompted a renewed interest in the vortex hazard.
4,5,6 7

Several papers by MGoawan 4 and Wetmore and Reeder were pub-

published in the sixties. McGowan analyzed the behavior of an air-

craft traversing the vortex system (see Figure 2). He was the first

to include rasteady aerodynaics into the modeling of the problem.

Sowe typical results from his analysis are shown in iigure 3. His

calculations indicated that light normal- categozy and light trans-

port - category aircraft could experience loading conditions that

exceed the design limit and in some cases the design ultimate load

factors. He also concludeA that the pilot would aggravate the

loading condition by his phasirg of the elevatnr deflection.

Wetmore and Reeder used McGoann's and Bleviss' results to

develop procedures in the. airport terminal area. Their main cor-

clision was that the vortex hazard could bh substantially reduced by

developing air-traffic control procedures which emphasized appropriate
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spacing and control of flight paths.

In the late sixties and early seventies the interest in vortex

wakes was renewed with the advent of the so called "Jumbo Jet".

Several symposiums were held to express 1deA.s on how to solve the

vortex problem. Most of the Dapers presented at these svmposia

dealt with the theories of vortex decay, atmospheric effect or -he

vortices and means of alleviating the vcrtex hazard by hastening he

vortex brez•kup. Several papers on the dynarnics of a vortex encout.ter

8 9,10
were presented by Hackett and Theisen , Andrews and Condit and

11Tracy

Hackett and Theisen presented results from a computer simulation

of a vortex encounter. Their re•OIts indicated the significant

effect that the vertical tail has on the vortex upset. Figure 4

taken from their paper shows the response of a jet transport tc

encounter rith the wake of a Jumbo Jet. Their results also indicate

that the pilot's reaction could aggravate the vortex upset. This can

be explained ly examining Figure 4. As the aircraft enters the

vortex from the top side the aircraft starts to roll in a counter

clockwise direction. The vertical tail is subjected to a lateral

velocity ".- the left causing the aircraft to yaw to the right. As

the aircraft moves to the right the left wing experiences the high

velocity upwash of the right vortex. 7is causes the aircraft to

roll in a clockwise direction which is opposite of the initial roll

distt,rbance. Thus the pilot's attempt to control the aircraft would

be momentarily out of phase with the motion of the aircraft.

Andrews presented the results of tests conducted at the NASk

Flight Research Center In which probe -ircraft were flown into the
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wakes of heavy Jumbo Jet-type aircraft. Test results indicated that

aircraft wiLh short wing spans could experience uncontrolled upsets

for up to 8 nautical miles behind a Jumbo Jet. They also conclided

that the mad.mum induced rolling moments exce'ded the lateral cmntrck

power Pl most of the probe aircraft* when they were wfth~n the

mInimum separation distances normally maintained curing takc-, and

landing operations.

Condit and Tracy presented the results of Boeing's wake tvbu-

lence investigations. Based .,?n their tests and analys's the,;

recommended that the ýAA use a 5 mile separation for liiht airplanez

following heavy transports. They also concluded that the 747 a.1 707

produced similar dynamic responses to aircraft encountering their

respective wakes.

The most recent works on aircraft vortex interaction are by

12 13
Bernstein anc Iversen and by Nelson and McCormick . Betaste-n and

Iv-!rsen developed a 3 degree of freedom analog simulation of the

vortex problem. They were primarily concerned with penetrations

along the axis of the vortex cores. Their results showed that the

response of a C-130 encountering the wake of a C-5A at a distance of

2 nautical miles was more severe than the response of a C-130

260 feet behind another C-130. Thus their results indicate the

importance of the relative size of the penetrating aircraft to that

* The probe aircraft were a Convair 990, DC-9, Learjet and a

Cessna 210.
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of the generating aircraft.

Nelson and McCormick shcved that relatively large aircraft can

be susceptible to vortices generated by large Jet transports. Their

conclusins were based upon a review of accident records as well as a

computer simulation of the aircraft vortex penetration. The com-

puter simulation consisted of the equations of motion with 6 degrees

of freedom and also ircluded control input oy the pilot. Figure 5

taken from reference 13 shows the response of a light jet transport

(DC-9) to :n encounter with the wake of a Jumbo Jet (DC-10). It

should be noted that the maximum roll argle exceeded 50 degrees even

with pilot feedback.

This brief survey of the papers dealing with aircraft vortex

interaction is by no means complete. There are other papers pub-

lished on this topic and the readei is referred to a paper by

14,
McCormick for an extensive bibliography on trailing vortex sys-

tems and aircraft responses. The papers presented in this section are

in the author's opinion the most significant ones dealing with the

dynamics of a vortex penetration.
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SECTION III

ANALYTICAL STUDY

To investigate the dynamic behavior of an aircraft penetrating

a vortex wake a computer simulatirn was develoned. The program was

written in the FORTRAN IV language and consists of nine subroutines

and seven function subprograms. In order to accurately model the

penetration problem the computer program had to include the

following:

i a realistic description of the vortex velocity field

ii a weans of deteimining the induced velocity distribution

affecting the penetrating aircraft

iii a means of computing the unstoady aerodynamics associated

with the vortex velocity field

iv the complete get of rigid body equations of motion

v and finally a means of introducing pilot control.

Each of the above topics is discussed in detail in the following

sections. Included in the discussion are the reasons for the selec-

tion of one theory over another as well as the assumptions made in

the equations used in the program.

Vortex Decay

The rate of decay of the velocities within the vortex wake at

a given distance behind the generating aircraft are difficult to

calculat2 and to a certain extent largely unknown. There are

numerous theories which cin be used to calculate the velocity
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distribution. However, most of these theories prove to be inadequate

when compared with experimental data. Several theories for vortex

decay will be discussed and some of the theories will be compared

with experimental data obtained by the Federal Aviation Administra-

tion at their National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center (NAFEC).

The most familiar solution for the diffusion of a line vortex is

15
that obtained by Lamb

r
2

P 4vt
V (r,t) =- [1-e ]v

where 7 is the circulation and v is the kine-atic viscosity. Various

16 17
e.perimenters such as Rose and Dee , Bisgood, Maltby and Dee , and

Squire18 have tried to use a modified form of Lamb's solution,

r2

S4(V+0) t
V,(r,t) 2-- [ e]

where c is the eddy viscosity. The value of the eddy viscosity is

assumed to be proportional to the circulation, i.e.,

c -a:

The constant of proportionality, however, has proved to be very

difficult to measure and in fact has been found to lie between 10 3

and 10-4. On the other hand Newman19 and Dosaujh2C replaced the kine-

matic viscosity by an eddy viscosity v I' Newman found that the ratio

of eddy viscosity to the kinematic viscosity i. had to be varied frcm

one axial station to another in order to match the data. Dosaajh found

good correlaton with his data by using an eddy viscosity of uT = 10.

Recently, Kurylou-ich21 applied the -ame type of analysis to flight

test data and arrived at a value for VT of 260"./cos 2 c/ where ,c/4!



is the sweep angle 3f the wing quarter chord line. Kurylowich's

equations for the eddy viscosity, core 7adius, and tangential velo-

city are as follows:

2 6 0 -- K 2-) ( •l+k 2 Wb4 k3 wb )

Cosc/4

a (_c - 2bk b'

V os-J

a 26i 3i" (l2•bk 3wb2

Sc/.

and V r2

V,(r,t) = 2 [l-e • ] r < 2a

Vn 2r r > 2a
1 21rr r?

Ah additional terms in the preceding expressions are included to take

into account the effect of rass flow iDjection into the vortex core.

inclusion of these terms was based upon results obtained by

22Poppleton . Poppleton found that the core radius and turbulence

levels increased as the mass flow injected into the vortex core wa

Increased. Therefore the ccnstants, k2 and k which must be

aetermined experimentally are included to take into account the

increased eddy viscosity due to mass injection.

McCormick, Tangler, and Sherrieb23 showed that the trailing

vortices could be described by geometric similarity considerations.

Their work was based upci analysis of wind tunnel and flight test

data. The exprescions developed in their analysis are

V., (a) - .53 CL ¶

.0

rI(a) 6F
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V0(a) -1/2

- (0 + .0J65 z/•)

ra) 1 + in(r/a)r(a)

vYr) 1 + In r/aVg~r) " r/a

Ve(a)

where

Veo(a) - the maximum tcugential velocity immediately behind

the wing.

Ve(a) - the maximum tangential velocity at a distance z

downstream of the aircraft.

Ve(r) the tangential velocity at any radius.

r(a) - the circulation at the core radius.

r ,the total circulation.

r the circulation at any radius.

The expressions for Ve(a)/V 0 (a) and r(a) were determined from wizid

tunnel and flight test data. However, the expression used for the

24
circulation is based upon the analysis of Hoffman and Joubert2.

Their analysis predicts a logarithmic variation of the circulation

with the radius.

In a later paper dealing with an analysis of experimental

measurements of the vortex wake behind large jet transports Eisenhuth,

McCormick, Nelson and Garode25 suggested that ?(a)/r depends upon the

lift coefficient instead of being a coaslant. Figure 6 shows a plot

of ?(a)/r. versus CL which does indeed appear to vary in a linear

manner. Eise.huth, et al, suggest that the following equations should
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be used to predict the velocity distributiotn through the vortex.

r(a-- .17 CL

= .02(1 + .00063 z/E CL)1/2

r(a) .085 CL c"(-CT° )"

VO(a) .68 CL V (I + .00063 z

Ve(r) I + in r/a

Ve(a) r/a

26, 27
In several recent papers Donaldson has proposed using

28

Betz~s analysis to describe the roll up process as well as the

velocity diszribution through the vorte:, svstem. Betz used thc

following facts in his analysis.

1. All the vorticity shed by each half of the wing is

found rolled up into the trailing vortex behind

the appropriate half of the wing.

2. The "center of gravity" of the vorticity distribu-

tioa remains at a constant distance from tne plane

of lateral symmetry.

3. The "moment of inertia" of the vorticity shed by each

half of the wing about its "center of gravity" is

a constant.

Rewriting these statements in mathematical form ,ields.
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b/2 b/2
dr dy- ro -. f dr drf dy o dr

b/2 dr b (for elliptic distribution)

0 y v dy 0 - 80

b/2 2 rb/2T fo--) r2 dr
•-y dy r dr - const.

Betz used these expressions to determine a circulation distribution as

shown in Figure 7. Donaldson developed an approximation to this dis-

tribution which is

[6(r/b) - 9(r/b)211/2 0 < r/b < 1/3

o---= 1 r/b > 1/3

Stated in terms of the tangential velocity the expressions are

V= 2 [6(r/b) - 9(b)21/2 0 < r/b < 1/3

V r/b > 1/3

In a later paper Donaldson extended the preceding analysis to include

aircraft having flaps deflected. Figure 8 taken from reference 27

shows a comparison of his technique with experimental data.

The methods discussed in this section were compared with experi-

- -tal data obtained by the FAA's Wake Turbulence Program. 29' 30, 31,32

Data was obLained by flying aircraft of various sizes past an instru-

- -ted tower. The tower was equipped with hot wire and hot filta
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Figure 7. Donaldson's Approximation to
Betz's Circulation Distributions
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velocity sensors. Vortices of different ages were obtainel by

appropriately spacing the aircraft vertically and laterally so that

it would take a longer tJie for the vortices to reach the tower.

Figure 10 shows a sketch of the tower fly-by technique. It should be

mentioned that the data was accumulated i. ground effect. This was

due to the relatively low height of the test tower. Fuý more informa-

tion on the test facilities the reader is referred to a paper pre-

sented by Garodz 3 3 which describes the test procedures in detail.

Figures 10 a-h show the comparison between the vortex theories

and the experimental data. The airplanes used to generate these data

range from a DC-6B up to a wide body jet tiansport. The vortex ages

range from 7.7 to 31 seconds which correspond to distances of 1770 to

7150 feet behind the generating aircraft. Only the theories which

compared favorably with the data were plotted on the figures.

Examination of the figures show that Eisenhuth's expressions consis-

tently match the data with the exception of the 747 runs. It sho-ild

be recalled that the expressions proposed by Eisenhuth, et al25 were

based on McCormick's23 analysis. The disagreement between the pre-

dicted and measured data for the 747 is not easily explained. It has

been suggested in the literature that the exhaust from the 747's out-

board engines is entrained in the vortex and alters its structure.

This seems plausible when one examines the data obtained by Marchman

and Mason2 o Poppleton2. These investigators studied the effect

of air injection into the vortex core. Figures 11 and 12 taken from

reference 34 show the effect of axial blowing (injection) on the velo-

city di.tribution, vortex core, and circulation. The data show that blowing
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into the vortex core reduces the maximum tangential velocity and

increases the core radius. The circulation distribution is altered

in the vicinity of the vortex core, however; at radial distances

greater than the vortex radius, the circulations approach the theoreti-

cal bound vortex strength. Also included in Figure 11 is a prediction

based on Kurylowich's method. It 3hould be ne-ed that the eddy

viscosity had to be adjusted to a value of 20v. These figures were

included to help explain the difference between the data of the 7d7

and the other aircraft. In a later section the effect of modifying

the vortex velocity field on the dynamic response of a following air-

craft will be discussed.

Based on the comparisons presented and others not included in this

report it was concluded that Eisenhuth's exprcs=ions could be used to

accurately model the velocity distribution through the vortex system.

Vortex Induced Velocities

The wing is divided into N strips as shown in Figure 13. The

velocity induced by the trailing vorttx system is resolved into com-

ponents [U (t), V (t), W (t)] at control puints located at the )/4

chord point of each strip on the wing and tail surfaces.

The procedure for resolving the induced velocity into its compo-

nent. [U (t), V (t), W (r)j is as follows:

1. The inertial axes system is aligned so that the X axis is

parallel to the axis of the vortex filaments. (See Figure 14)

2. Using the transformation shown below the control points can

be resolved into the inertial frame.
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z

Figure 13, Wing Divided into N Panels
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Xcpj CeC1  SSOSCJ C CSe Xcpj

-s~c¢ +s~s
Ycpj = CS C SCSx

CPJ 6 Xcpj

+cic -S S CsC
I +c

L cpj -S SVC:e CeC L zcpj

3. The perpendicular distance of each control point from the

vortex filaments is equal to the following expressions.

YJ = Ycj + Ycpj

Zj = Zcg + Zcpj

Rij - {(yi - Yv) 2 + (Zi - Zv)2}l/L

R2j - {(YE - Yvd)2 + (Zi - Zv)2}I/2

4. The velocity components in the iaertial frame are

-- Y-Yv YJ-YvdW gi= V61, (-Rlj) -V32I ( -- )

v-gj --vel (itv) + v z_2Rjj R R2j

if the control point lies outside the core, and

Wgj - V0 1 j av)

port vortex core

(ZiZV
Vgj = - (Vz_ a

0÷

-- (V -Y vd)
Wgj -- V0 2 j Y---•

starboard vortex core

V-gj = Ve2j a
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if the control point lies within the vortex core.

5. The velocity components referred to the body axeb system are

obtained by using the following transformation.

g4 _r] - ri~

Ugj CC , gj S-Svc +CC,

c+CS: S ,.c;se cc Luj -J( +s1s -,s

However, Ugj Is assumed to be zero, i.e., zero axia1 'elocity in the

vortex field. This allows the expressions to be reduced to the

folloKing form.

Ugi C-s o S

Vst~sesý sýce - v-gj

Vgj +F-,C -

cc [ Wgj
Wgj S"%S

8e C

L .-c1s,

Aerodynamics

'The problem of determining the aerodynamic forces acting on an

aircraft in a time-varying velocity field is iudIeed quite formidable.

However, in order to accurately predict the response of an aircraft

penetrating a vortex system, some means of incorporating the unsteqdv

aerod-namlcs into the equations of motion of the aircraft is neces-

sary.
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There have of ccurse been numerous lifti:.g surface theories

developed over the years. I- thc early sixties two techniques

dominate the litc tur., they are the voitex and doublet lattice

methods. TI.e use of discrete vortices for the solution of the

35s-eddy lifting surface probien was firsL used by Falkner . Falkner,

however, had to make assumpzlons on the load cistributions in order

to keep the number of unknowns to a uinimum. In the sixties,

ea6 37 38 30 40
Hed.an , Giesiný Rubbert , Woo.ward ", Albanc and RoddeŽn an-

others developed lifting surface theories which did not make any

prior assumptions on the load distribution. This was possible due

to the feasibilit° of using modern digital computers to invert the

matrices associated with the finite element methods.

The method discussed in this section is an unsteady vortex

41
lattice technique. 7nhis tecnnique is an extensicn of Rudhman's

work to the finite wing.

"Now consider the integral equation of the line-3rize& lifting
S 42

surface theory as forzrulated by Reissner and others,

I F *a(., , t) [x-r,]-.(•,,-, t) [y-- 3Ra

wnere Rd - wing region

wake region

Y & f - the circulation per unit chord and per unit sl an,

.- t.tveiv•.
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See Figure 15 for clarification of the above symbols. The integral

equation relates the downwash distribution to the unknown running

circulations. The boundary condition which must be satisfied is as

follows:

W(x,y,o,t) , -- a (x,yo,t) + U -Za(x'Y,°lt)

at •ax

This is a mathematical 3tatement of the flow taraency condition.

If a discrete vortex method is used the above integral equation

is replaced by a system of simultaneous algebraic equations.

Wi - Ai ri,

or in matrix notation

{w}- [A]{r}

where

{w} {WB + {WO}

["3} =normalwash which is known from the boundary condition.

{Ww} = upwash (downwash) due to vortices shed into the wake.

(A] = matrix of aerodynamic influence coefficients relating

the upwash (downwash) at a point i due to a singularity

at point J.

{IF) = ..-. •seshoe vortex strength.

In the above formulation both {WB} and {Ww} are known. {WB} is

determined from the boundary condition. (Ww} is determined from the

following equation
n{WWI - [81K{l

k=l

where

[B]k = matrix of influence coefficients relating the upwash

(downwash) at a point i (on the 1 r g, -iue to a
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Y,r
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Sb° y (x,y,t)

(xIyft)

U bb b

circulations pe~r unit length inthe x and y directions

Figure 15. Vortex Model of the Finite Wing
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singularity at point j (in the wake).

{F}k = strength of vortices shed into the ,akŽ,

n = number of time steps or {P}'s shed into the wake.

it should be noted that {27k is known. This is so because the circu-

lation shed into the wake is related to the cnange in .i-g circuLa-

tion. That is the wake circulation shed during a time interva' t is

equal and opposite to the change in wing circulation during the me

time interval.

The approach used in solving the unsteady lifting surface problm

is to represent the wing by a network of closed horseshoe vortices

which are distributed in both the chordwise and spanwise Iirecticns.

The wake is constructed as shown by the simple sketch in Figure 1f.

The strength of the individual vortices are determined by appiylng

the wing boundary condition at as many control Doints on the wing as

there are vortices. The resulting system of sialtaneous equations

is then solved to determine the strength of the vortex filaments.

The spacing and location of vortex filaments is shown in Figure

17. Notice that the bound vortices are located at the 1/4 chord of

each chordwise panel. The control point is located at the 3/4 chord

point of the panels. This choice of control point location has been

shown by James43 and De Young44 tu be the optimum for the two dimen-

sional cases. Although nothing has been said about imposing the

Kucta condition in, this method, it has been found by numeri'-al

experimentation that the Kutta condition will be satisfied when the

control point is located at the 3/4 chord location, The locat~on of

the trailing filament was obtained by using the follorwing tran•-

formation.
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Figure 16. Vortex Wake

Vortex - 1/4 Chord

Control point - 3/4 Chord

Figure 17. Chordwise Vortex Spacing

i ., l •' " 2 coo

2 T)

Figure 18. Vortex Spacing Spanwise
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9v v 17--

Multhopp' s transformation

-v cos 6v

where

m = number of stations (spanrwise)

v identifying subscript of a particular station

i •v nondimensional distance n -Y/b/2

For further clarification see Figure 18. The influence coefficient

matrices are determined by using the integrated form of the Blot-

Savart law for a straight line segment. Applying this equation to

each side of the closed horseshoe filament one can determine the

induced velocity at any control point due to the vortcx box.

The algorithm used to solve for the unknown circulations is

listed below.

Step 1. Filaments are placed on the wing as previously

described.

S:ep 2. Influence coefficients [A] are determined.

Step 3. {W} is computed. For example the normalwash and wake

induced normal velocity.

Step 4. Unknown circulations are determined

{r = [AI- {w}

SLap 5. Shed vortices are moved downstream by the distance VZ't.

Step 6, Repeat steps 3 through 5.

The above ntmerical procedure yields the circulatioi, on the wing at

discrete points in time. The lift on the wing panels is determined
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by integrating the pressure difference.

AP ? pVy(x) + P T fX y(x) dx

This equation is obtained from the unsteady Bernoulli equation.

E--preqsing Euler's equation in v-xtoc form

,3+l iLq2 Vpp

at 2 Vq2

and the velocity in terus of the velocity potential

q - grad

then the following equation can be obtained.

21 + + PI

at 2 -

Integrating this expression yields

S+ q2 + I_= const.
at 2 p

The above is known as Kelvin's equation or the unsteady Bernoulli

equatian. Note that this equation only applies along a streamline.

If this equation is applied to the thin airfoil shown in Figure 21,

one can determine an expression for the unsteady lift. Consider a

small segment of the above airfoil section shown in Figure 22.

The circulation around this segment is

ydx - 2AV dx

or
-V - y(x)/2

The definition of the potential between two Doints A and B is given

by
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Figure 21. Thin Airfoil

y dx- 2AVdx
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Figure 22. Segment of Vortex Sheet
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ý(B) - fA B Vs ds

Since the potential at the leading edge of the airfoil can be

arbitrarily set equal to zerj (O(L.E.) = 0) the above expression

reduces to fx
(x) V. ds

J o

or
W " (V + ) dx

o 2

W f) (v- ) ) (x

Ohere u and . indicate the upper and lower surfaces respectively.

Substituting back into zhe unsteady Bernoulli equation yields the

pressurs, difference.

- 'u -- - /2 (Vi2-Vu 2 )

or

AP - PVy(,) + P j-t" y(x) dx

The lift on the panel can now be found by integrating the pressure

difference from the leading edge to the trailing edge.

•U f AP dx U pv j y(x) dx + P f- c(x) dx dx

fa P o J )o

i - Pvr(t) + P f r(x) dx

0
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The equations used for 'alculating the lift for a particular station

are showu for five chordwise vortices.

rl + r 1(t+ t) - r 1 (t)
AxI At

r2 r 1 (t+ t)+r 2 (t+ t)-rl(t)-r 2 (t)

AP-2 - y At

6P5 - "

The lift per unit span is as follows.

AP5j=APIAxI + "•IAx. £2 + •2 •-x

Lpl(AXl+nX 2 )+ "2 + Ax

2 2 2

Ax3 Ax4 Lx4 Ax 5
+ AP3(--+--) + AP4 k(- 2+-r )

A "5 x 5 4Ax6)
2 2

The moment can also be found in a similar manner. The total lift and

moment are calculated by summing the increments of lift in the span-

wise directiolu.

The technique described in this section could be used to

determine che induced drag. However, the interpretation of the drag

results computed from lifting surface theories still remains a

question of some imcertainty in the subsonic speed regime. Another

point that should be made is that the technique does not take into
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account thickness effects. This could be taken into account by usini,

sou:ce distributions.

The unsteady vortex lattice method was programmed ;nj v-.rious

test cases weze run. Comparisons were mad, with both two- and three-

dimensional results. Figures 23 and 24 show the excellnt agreement

.ecween the cia-,sical two-dimensional solution of Theodorsen, ;a -er

and Kussner with the results calculatcd from the vortex lattice pr--

gram. There is a difference between the computed values ard the

tneoretical Kussner and Wagner functions for the first few semichord

lengths traveled by the airfoil. However, the Kussner and Wagner

functions describe only the circulatory lift due to a gust peneLra-

tion and a step change in angle of attack rescectively, whereas, the

computations based on the equations developed for the vortex lattice

metnod include both the noncirculatory and cir--latory lift. Since

the added mass effects are impcrtant at the begirning of an impulsive

start then this would account for the difference between the curves.

Figures 25 and 2? show the results for a finite wing having an aspect

ratio of 6. Again the difference can be explained by t'.e absence of

the added mass effects in the classical solution.

An interesting comparison between a simple strip theory and the

more exact lifting surface theory is presented in Figure 27, T1his

figure shows a comparison for a step change in gust velocity (Kussner

Problem). The difference in the lift coefficient is almost negligible.

Figure 28 shows a comparison of the roll moment coefficient computed

by bzth techniques for a gust field which raries linearly ftom the

wing centerline to the wing Lip.

Although the vortex lattice method yields exzremely accuratE
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results, the feasibility of using a complete lifting surface theory

to calculate the loads on an aircraft penetrating a trailing vortex

system seems to be unwarranted in view of the results shown in this

section. Therefore the forces and moments due to the gust penetra-

tion and the vehicle's motion are calculated by using a modified strip

theory. The strip theory concept is a means of applying twf.-dimen-

sional aerodynamic theory to wings of finite span. The more rigorous

lifting surface theories have largely superseded the strip theory

approach. However, approximate methods such as the strip theory btill

remain useful for practical applications where their simplicity,

flexibility, and economy are advantageous.

The strip theory method assumes that the aerodynamic forces on

each strip are taken to be those associated with a two-dimensional

wing undergoing the same moiton as the particular section of a finite

wing. This assumpticn implies that t-ie aerodynamic interaction

between strips is ignored. This simplification is not a very good

"approximation of the three-dimensional loading near the wing tip,

However, it is acceptable if the aspect ratio is high.

The loads developed on each strip can be calculated from the

followirv formulas described in References 45-48.

t

Ma a 9Wg 9 (t-:)d-2•-m -• fo ;-cr

zm ma • c e [W3  (o): (t)

4

f t dw3•

(t--._, 4 d-]
d-

0
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2.1 4

Z2" 4c2 Y [-4 + (c/2 -Xcg)OI4

where

ma = aspect ratio correct±on

x - width of the panel

a = slope of the lift curve

W - gust velocity
W = vehý4cle velocity

Xcg = distance to c.g. location

ý(t) - Wagner function

,(=) Kussner function

The aspect ratio correction is obtained ftoc t:-e +ornzula.

ao
ma 1 + (ao/IARe)(l+T)

ARe = AR for symmetrical lift distribution

ARe AR/2 for antisymotrical lift distribution

= Glauert's correction factor

The above integral equations can be put into a form more suitable

for programming by replacing the iategrals by summations.

i n~t/ ,t

M -= a U C ý a ,W(ti) -

0
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ma I c U c £ a [W cO) •(t)

+ n' :/tt AW3  %t1 ) 0 (t-pi)

By sum=dng the contributions of each panel the total lift can be ob-

tained. In a similar manner the otier forces a-- moments can be cal-

calated.

The general forai of the equations used to calculate the forces

and moments acting on the aircraft were divided into four parts. For

example the Z force is

Z(t) zo + Zg(t) + Zm(t) + Z.(t)

where the sub o, g, m and c refer to the contribution due to the

triced condition, gust penetration, vehicle motion and control input

respectively. The components are defined as

t b2dw

Zg(t) = -hZgw(t, 1)-- (tl,y) dy at 1•dt1

_ -b/2

t rb!2  
d' 3c

SZ~m(t) = 0  I -b2 hz- (tlY) 7--(tl, 7) dy dtI
I) ) o -b /2 dtI

r b/2
+ h W3c (o,y)km(t 1) y

J -b/2 4

Zc(t) = Czee4eIt) QS
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where

hzg a Q c(y) kg(tl)

hzm = km(tI)

j .a c(y)

It was determined by numerical experimentation that the forces and

moL:nts acting on the aircraft due to the vehicle's motion could be

accurateiy modeled by using the classical dynamic stability deriva-

tives. Thu. the integrals representing Zm(t), Ym(t), Lm(t), etc.

were replaced by the damping derivatives.

As the aircraft approaches the vortex core the induced veloci-

ties at some of the control points could become quite large. The

equations developed in this section would then over predict the

forces acting on the aircraft. in order to prevent this from

occurring a ch-ck was incorporated into t6. aerodynamics subroutine.

The check simply limited the maximum sectional lift coefficient to

the sectional C-x. This assumption is not very restrictive when

on, considers the velocities of the probe aircraft. For this study

the probe aircraft had approach velocities in the ueighborhood of

200 . /sec. Therefore very large induced velocities could be

tolerated before the angle of attack approached the stall region.

Equatdons of 4.otion

The rigid body equations of motion of an aircraft having six

degrees o freedom and referred to a rotating axes system can De

obtained from the following vector equations as presented by Etkin 4 .
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dTc 
+

dt c

dII + H
It

Me retating axes system is fixed to the aircraft's center of gravity.T

"he main advantage of using a body axes system is that the moments and

products of inertia remain constant with rEspecc a the body ames

system. 'Ine coordinate systems are shown in Figure 29. Now the

scalar equations car be written in the dimensional ronlinearil!ed form

as follows:

X(t) - m g sin 6 - m (U + QW - RV)

Y(t) 4 ui g cos e sin ý - m (V + RU - PW)

Z(t) + M g Cos 0 _,OS ý - m (W + PV - QU)

L(t) - IxxP + QR (Izz Iyy)

M(t) = I Yy Q + RP (Ixx IZZ)

N(r) = IZ71R + PQ ( IYY IXX)

The Euler angles (ý, 8, ý) can be obtained bv integrating the Euler

rates which are expressed in terms of the angular velocities [P, Q, R]

by the transformation

0 Cos --sin P

1 sin tan e cos tan e Q

0 sin sec e cos sec 6 R
_j L_ I -

The coordirates of the aircraft relative to the inertia! frame are

.pressed as a function o- the Euler angles and the velocity com-

ponents [U, V, W].
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Figure 29. Coordinate System
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dx-- c ' c' C Cdt C SeC e SCy, U
-C¢S +S S

dy' C^S S'SeS CeS Sdt Y # CSS

+CC -S C, V

dJ L L c IL j

where C E cos S - sin

The forces and moments acting on the aircraft were divided into

four components

X(t) Xo Xg(t) i kt Xc(t)

Y(t)[ Y o Y g(t) Ym(t) Yc(t)

Z(t) = Zo + Zg(t) + zm(t) + Zc(.)

L(t) L. L (t) LM(t) Lc(t)

g(t) Mm(t) ct

•N(t)j No J g(t) j LNM(t iLNc(t)

initial gust motion control
flight
conditions

Usually the initial conditions were such that

"Y 0 L 0 M = N 0- 1.-- •-0 0 O 0

Control - Human Pilot

One of the earliest attempts to model mathematically the

50.. • behavior of a human being was conducted by Diamantides at the
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Goodyear Aircraft Corporation. Diamantides and his associates

developed a pilot model with the aid of an analog qcmputer. This was

accomplished by postulating various mathematical models to describe

the humau dynamics and then by comparing the results of the analog

with humn pilot actious. The test consisted of a movable simulator

equipped with a control column and display. 1he longitudinal e- ia-

tions of motion for a fighter aircraft were used to test the pilct's

reaction to pitch disturbances. The human pilot and the analog were

run in parallel. This allowed easy evaluation of the postulated human

dynamics. The test engineers adjusted the vartous parameters in the

analog model until the pilot was unable to detect that the analog was

flying the simulator. Figure 30 shows a block diagram representation

of Diamantides' pilot model. This figure indicates that upon per-

ception of the stimulus the human controller performs two linear

operations. First he makes a mental computation of the stimulus.

That is, position, rate and acceleration are sensed and weighed,

then a decision to act occurs. Secondly, there arL certain physical

limitations on the corrective hand motions which are caused by the

neuromuscular or motor feedback loop. Another claracteristic of

the human operator is that he normally does not react to a stimulus

until it is above a certain threshold. Once the magnitude of the

stimulus is higher than the threshold value the information is sensed

and a mental computation is performed. The brain then commands the

appropriate muscle reaztion. This all takes place in a fraction of

a second. The time lag is called the "reaction timc"'. it has been

found that the reacticn time is almost constant in normal people.
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There are two types of control possible. They are pursuit and

compensatory. In pursuit tracking past experience provides the

tracker with information about what to expect in a future input. In

51compensatory tracking this is not possible . Figure 31 is a block

diagram representation of both pursuit and compensatory tracking.

Tr studying the dynamic behavior of an aircraft penetrating a v tex

svstem it is quite apparent that the compensatory control is thb

only type which is applicable.

The ,ilot model for compensatory control. case Lan be expressed

in terms of the following transfer function.
-TS

Y(s)= kp e (1 + TLs)
(1 + TNs)(l + Tis)

kp = pilot gain

e -TS reaction time delay

T L lead time conastant

T N - neuromuscular lag time constant

T•I - lag time constant

The above expression can be put into a more convenient form by

assuming that the neuromuscular lag can be accounted for by modifying

the reaction time delay.
S(TT S + 1) -Ts

SY(s) - kp ( s+) e

The parameters included in these expressionq should not be inter-

preted as constants. In addition to the transfer function, adjust-

ument rules are required to specify the pilot model parameters.

These rules have been determined by numerous im-'estigators. 5 1 ' 5"
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It has been found that the gain kp is easily and rapidly varied

by the pilot to an appropriate value. The equalization term, that is

(T Ls+l)/(-irs+l), is varied within certain limits so that the systen

has a good frequency response.

The adjustment rules can be stated as follows:

1. The human adapts so that his gain ana equai;zacion charac-

teristics are appropriate for a stable system.

2. The human adapts so that the form of his equalization char-

acteristic- is appropriate to good low-frequency closed-loop response

to the forcing furction.

The adjustment rules were d-termined by analyzing experimental data

obtained from tests on human n-,!rators. To put the -'djustmen, rules

in a more practical format we can use the following:

1, The open-loop phase margin. The pilot -Xapts an equaliza-

tion to obtain 50 to 110 degrees of phase margin. It has been found

tiat an open-loop phase margin in this range yields a closed loop

system with a satisfactory time Jomain perforuance.

2. Open-loop crossover frequency. For good high fiequency

characteristics the crossover frequency should be at least ! rad/sec.

Using these rules the coustants rL and TI can be determined ro=

elthe- a Bode or Polar plot of the open loop transfer function

wnere Ya is the transfer function of the aircraft. Another

teLhniquýe dhicn can be empv',yed to determine the pilot parameters

is the root locus method.

Both'. single ana multi axis control were -.,Lorporated into the

S'rograL.. ,aseh. on the work in Reference- !Q7, 48, an] 53-59 it was
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decided that the pitch and roll axis controilers could be modeled

accurately by the simple transfer function

Yp¢ - kp¢(T•s+l)e T S (Roll)

YPO kTW (Ls+l)e 5  (Pitch)

Figui:e 32 snows a block diagram representation of tne pilot-vehicle

system. The transfer function can be written in the time domain as

d-e
te(t+ -) = p ,e(t) + kP . rL d d-

where

e - - for wings level control

5e= ec -e

Appendix A gives the details on the selection of the pilot parameters.

Figure 33 illustrates the blork diagrim representation of the roll

and heading control task. Agairn the pilot model was assumed to have

the same form a& those previously described.

The pilot models used in this study should give a q~alitative

assessment of the pilot's ability to control the upset due to a

vortex enco.-nter.

Numerical Analysis

The twelve first order differential equations needed to describe

the aircraft's motion were solved n•merically by usIng a fourth orAer

Runge-Kutta technique. The Runge-Kutta method for a system of
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differential equations can be found in any text on numerical analysis.

For :ompleteness the general form of the Runge-Kutta algorithm is

presented below in its functional form.60

Pk = h fk(xi, Yli' Y2,i, .... Yr,,p)

Pl Pn
h fk(xi + hi 2,1 Yl,i + - . Yn,i + 2

rk - h fk(xi + h/ 2 , Yl,i + qYni +qn

sk - h fk(xi + h, Yl,i + r1 . .... , Yn,i + rn)

Yk, i+1 = Yk,i + 1/6 (Pk + 2 qk+ 2rK k)

where k - 1, 2, 3 .... h

The equations of motion rearranged to a form suitable for integration

are as follows:

U = (X(t) - m g sin e)/m - QW + RV

V - (Y(t) + m g cos e sin ')/m - RU + PW

W - (Z(t) + m g cos £ co", ý)/m - PV + QU

P = (L(t) - QR (Izz - kvyylIxx

Q - (M(t) - RP (lx - Izz))/Iv.g

R - (N(t) - PQ (Iyy -I) zz

6 = Q cos $ - R sin

- + 0 sin $ tan e + R cos ý tan 9

Q sin t sec e + R cos + sec 9

U COC + seC - csS,) + w"C SC + Ss)
"v': 9 ,

Y - U C S, + v(sCS S + C C " + WC S S S C,)

Z = U SA + V(S CY) + WCA'>.)

where C - cos S - sin
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SECTION IV

RESULIS

Simplified Analysis

Before discussing the results of the computer simulation it

would be instructive to examine the results from a simplified analysis.

Consider the situation of an aircraft suddenly penetrating along the

axis of the vortex core. A measure of the vortex hazard would be a

comparison of the vortex induced rolling moment to that Available due

to maximum aileron deflection. This type of analysis has been dis-

zussed previously in Chapter 1. Figure 34 taken from reference 12

iaiicated the severity of such a vortex encounter. The vortex gene-

rated by the leading wing is approximately that of a DC-9 during

approach. The separation distance and eeparation time were 9000 feet

and one minute respectively. Examination of this figure reveals that

penetrating aircraft would experience induced rolling moments exceed-

ing their roll capability. Figure 35 also taken from reference 12

shows the effect of the lateral displacement on the vortex induced

rolliag moment. Note that the induced rolling moment reverses sign

a the .oZt -,cves toward the winp tip.

Usiag siunle strip theory the induced rolling moment was

calculated for aircrafc of varying sizes. Table 1 contains the

cnaracteristics of the penetrating aircraft while Table 2 contains

the information ptrtaining to the generating aircraft. The results

of thez! r.alculst!one are presented in Figures 36 - 38. Figure 36

ehnws that a light single engine aircraft would experience momentary

lots of control f..r separation distances of up to 9 miles behind a
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DC-6. Also the light twin would be cut of control for penetratins

under 2.3 miles separation. Figure 37 shows that both the lighc

single and twin engine aircraft are momentarily ouL of control behind

a DC-9. Note that for the light twin to be under control the separa-

tion dista,.ce must be in excess of 3 miles. Now in Figure 38 we see

that even an aircraft the size of a DC-9 would be considred to be out

of control for separation distances of up to 13.5 miles behind a 747.

61
Figure 39 taken from i report by Robinson and Larson illustrates

that the s'•rip theory apprc<-h yields an effective upper bound to the

induced rolling moment. The scatter in the flight test data is due

largely to the difficulty of penetretirg into the vortex ccre. This

will be discussed in more detail later in This section. An interest-

ing result of the flight test program conducted by NASA was that the

pilots felt that they had control of the aircraft at separation

distances where the ratio of Cj/Czý •- was greater than one. This

is due most likely to two factors. First as the aircraft begins to

roll the natural roll damping due to the wing aids the pilot in

regaining control of the aircraft. Secondly and probably the most

important is that the aircraft is rapidly expelled from the vortex

system thus giving the pilots the false impression that they were in

c -4olete control of the aircraft.

Along-Track Penetration With Roll Control

Along-track penetration i& most likely to occur during final

approach or shortly after take-off. In either case the following

aircraft can ill-afford to hare any large excursions from it-; normal
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flight path. For the separation times considcred in this study the

normal dow-ward motion of the vortex system %auld place the vortices

well below the flight path of the following ircraft. However, several

investigators have shown that under certain tmospheric conditions the

dowmward motion of the vortex system can be re arded. In fact one

investigator has suggested that as the vortex system approaches an

inversion layer the vortices behave as though they were approaching

the ground. Thus the vortices would cease their downward movement

and begin to spread laterally. Another possibility of encounterizAg a

vortex wake in the terminal area would be du'ing the execution of a

missed approach by the lead aircraft. The wake of the i.-aa airr.aft

would be laid down at an altitude well above that of the following

aircraft ard thus could descend into the flight path of thb trailing

aircraft.

Now consider some typical results from the six degree of

freedon computor simu'ation. First lht us examine the response of an

air-raft where the pilot ccutrcls the roll attitude. lilat is, the

mathemncical pilot acee attempts to maintain a wings level orientna-

tion. The chardk-teristics of the penetrating and generating aircraft

are listed in Table III. Figure 40 illustratcs the penetrating angles

under ccnsideration., . is the angle between the penetrating air-

craft's flight path and the plane of the vortices. Whereas -p is

defined as the angle between tte flight path and the vorten axis when

vieved from ab,rie. For the cases considered here the seraration

distance was 27,000 feet or approximately 2 minutee behind the

generatin& aircraft. Also iz should be pointed out that the flight

path of the penetrating a!zcraft was selected so that it would
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Elevation View

b

rigure 40. Aircraft Penetrating a Vortex
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intersect the vortex :ore if the aircraft were not influenced by the

vortex system.

For an aircra c descendiro into the vc,. ex system at the -,gle

ri P X2.5', Figures 41 - 43 Illustrate the -ffet of he oblique pene-

tration angle 9p on the response of the penet:ating a'.rctaft. Notice

that the aircraf: descenxlng into the vortex with ;p = 3'.oils away

from the vortex system. The aircraft is seen to roll slightly and

climbs away from the vortex. The aircraft climbs since it is flyir.g

into the upwash region of the port vortex. Upon increasing the pene-

tration angle to 6pp = V w.a see a Aignificant difference in the air-

craft's re*,ponse. Figure 42 shows the aircraft rolling 3har--iy to the

right and at the same time its rate of de-scent is increased as the.

aircraft passes into the s~ro-og dowwash region between the iort..es.

Figure 43 illustrates the effect of including --he pil:t in th*. sinula-

tion. Without pilot control tihe aircraft rolls to an angle L-eater

than 100 degrees whereas with control input the aircraft rolls

approximately 500 before roll cecovery takes place. The time history

plot of rhe yaw angle reveals the influence that the vertical tail

plays ir the aircraft's dynamic behavior. As the aircraft enters the

vortex field the aircraft is seen to roll in a counterclockwise

direction. This can be expla..ned by reirr=Itg back to Figure 35

whihi illustrates the effect of lateral displacement on the induced

rolling moment coefficient. Note that the indPced rolling moment

coefficient reverses sign as the vortex moves toward the wing t1F.

Thus as the aircraft approaches the port vortex it initiaiiy rolls ".

the opposite direction with respect to the vortex field. The pilot's

reacticn to the disturbance would be to apply aileron control to roll
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the aizcraft in a clockwise lirection. Now as the airctaft near- the

vortex the aircraft is rolled sharply in the clockwise direction. Thus

we see that the pilot's initial reaction would momentarily be out of

phase with the roll disturbance. Also during the vottex encounter the

"vertical tail experiences an induced velocity irom ti.e left which

causes the aircraft to yaw to the ]eft by approximately 120. s -he

aircraft passes into the field of inifluence of the starboard vortc,

the upsetting roll moment tends to aid the pilot in regaining a wings

level attitude. The yaw excursicn to the right is due primarily to

the roll orientation.

Figures 44 - 49 show thp effect of varying the angle ep. For

these calculation4 ýp is held constant. Here the aircraft is

climbing into the vortex system. The angle 'p was varied from 3*

to 9°. These figures again indicate the influence of the vertical

tall on the aircraft's response. As the aircraft climbs intc the

velocity firId of the port vortex the vertical tail experiences a side

velocity from the right. This gives rise to a positive yawing Moment

..hich yaws the airplane to the right. As the aircraft passes through

the plane of the vortices its rate of climb diminishee and the air-

craft rails in a clockwvie direction. The aircraft in Figure 44 is

approximately 60 feet below and 6O feet to the left of the port

vortex. However, after 8 seconds the aircraft is located 41 feet

beneah the vortex plane. If the airplan, had not encountered the

vortex system the airplane would have been approximately 40 feet

above the plane of the vortices. Similar resuits are shown in

Figures 44 - 49. Based on the results presented here severel conclu-

sions can be made concerning the dynamic behavior of the following
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aircraft. The calculitions showed that even w,- th pilot control

lazge excursions in roll, yaw, and Altiude were experieiAced by the

penetrating aircraft. Also, 111e results revealed tn:e significant

influence that the vertical tai- makes to the aircraft's dynamic

response. Finally for the cases considered in this section the

following aircraft was in close proximity to the ground and thus the

excursions shown here are completely unacceptable from a flight safety

standpoint.

Additional results of the along track penetration study are showi.

in Figures 50 - 53. The probe aircraft selected were a Jet Star ane

DC-9. These aircraft were flown into the wake ot either a DC-9, 727

or a DC-IO. Figure 50 shows the riaxi.mum roll excursion and roll rate

of the Jet Star as a function of separation distance. The figure

indicates that there is very little difference in the aircraft's

response at separation distances from 2 to 8 miles. This can he

explained by axamining Figure 51 which is a plot of the maximum

induced rolling moment :.efficient as a function of separation dis-

tance. The equation used in computing this curve was taken from

reference 12. Note that the roll'ng moment coefficient d'.creases

slowly with Increasing separation distance. This is due to the

method used to predict the vortex velocity distribution. Recall that

McCormick's equations predict small core radii and lurge maximum

tangential velocities. The lower portion of Figure 51 shows the

velocity distributions used in computing the roll coefficient. At

distances of several core radii along the span the induced velozicLi

tend to coalesce. This is the region which contributes the major
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6o
Jet Sta- in the Wake
of a DC-9
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Figure 50. Maximum roll angle and roll
rate of a Jet Star in the
Wake of a DC-!)
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pertioa ýf the induced rolling moment. Therefore it follows that the

roll coefficient will decrease slowly with separation distance.

As menticced in the introduction various techniques have been

proposed to modify -he vortex structure. Some of the concepts which

have been considerel include spoiler deflection and mass injection

into the vortex core. brth of these technIques reduce the maximum

tangential velocity and increase the core radius. However, at a dis-

tance of se,,eral core radii from ,he vortex center the velocity

distributions are the same as the unaltered vortex. This can be seen

in Figure 11. This figure presents Marchmaa's data and illustrates

the effect that blowing has on the vortex velocit'- distribution. Based

on the results sho-wn in Figure 51 it can be concluded that the vortex

abatement devices will not eliminate the vortex hazard unless the

device hastens the vertex break-up.

in the literature it has been suggestcd that the vortex hazard

can be assessed by the ratio of the maximum induced acceleration r.

the maximum acceleration obtained with full aileron deflection. If

the ratio Ipi/P,6 max is greater thnr. i 6he aircraft is assamed to be

out of control. rhis ratio is of course the same as the ratio

Ci/C.a6a used previously. Figure 52 shows that the Jet Star flying

into the wake of either a DC-9 or 127 wc'uld be uncontrollable for the

separation distances shown. The roll excursion of the Jet Star in the

wake of the DC-10 or 727 exceeded 200 degrees ror the same separation

distances. Now Figure 53 shows the same type of results for a DC-9

in the wake of either a DC-9, 727 - DC-10. The maximum roll angles

exceed 430 for penetration into the wake of the 727 and DC-lO.
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Whereas the maximum roll angle in the wake of the DC-9 is only 230 .

The ratio IPlcal/P6M.X shown in Figure 54 indicates that the DC-9

is nomentarily out of control when penetrating the wake of a 727, DC-9

and DC-1O.

In an eff-rt to assess: the validity of th~e computer simulation

the results were compared with flight test data obtained from Refer-

ence 62. These data were obtained by the NASA Flight Research Center.

The probe aircraft: were positioned by radar to a specified distance

behind the generating aircraft. The probe aircraft were then flown

into the vortex wake for 2 to 3 minutes in order to record sufficient

response data. The vortex system of the generating aircraft were

marked by entrainment of the smoke generated from the aircraft's

engines. However, it was noted that there was a lack of smoke to

clearly mark the wake at large separation distances.

The computed reiults for a DC-9 penetrating the wake of a

ConAvair 990 are presented in F.-g,-re 55 along with the flight test data.

Two calculated curves are shown in this figure. The solid curve is

based on calculaticns including only roll control and the dashed curve

for both roll and heading control. The soi•d curve is low in compari-

son to the flight test data for separation distances under 4 miles.

In the 5 to 8 mile range the computed results are high. However, the

flight test data exhibits considerable scatter. This is due largely

to the difficulty of penetrating the vwrtex system. Recall Figure 35

which illustrates the effect of lateral -eparation on the vortex

induced rolling moment. Inis figure indicates that if the aircraft

mlsced the vortex core by a relatively small distance the roll ex-

cursion would he quite different. Since the pilots had difficulty
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ia seeing the vortex wake at large separation distances one would

expect to have scatter in the flight test data. Another factor con-

tributing to the scatter is the break up of the vortex system.

The influence of trying to maintain heading is illustrated by

the dashed curve. By maintaining heading the pilot increases the roll

upset. As previously shown the aircraft is rapidly expelled from the

vortex system and thus by trying to hold his heading the pilct keeps

the aircraft in the influence of the vortices for a longer time. This

then gives rise to larger roll excursions. Based on this comparison

it is felt that the results of the computer simulation are representa-

tive of the actual aircraft-vortex encounters.

Figure 56 is a time history plot of the roll and yaw angle. The

pilot model is successful in maintaining the aircraft's heading. In

this case the roll excursion is essentially the same. The difference

between this and the preceding case is the penetration angle *j-. In

the second example the pilot is attempting to maintain an oblique

angle to the vcrtex axis. However, in the results shown in Figure 55

the pilot is attempting to fly right along the vortex axis.

Numerous cases of cross track penetration were calculated. The

results shown in Figures 57 and 58 are representative of the cases

studied. The normal load factors without control input compare

favorably with the results obtained in previous investigations. 4 ' 5, 6

However, whten pilot control was added the normal load factor was

increased slightly which is quite different from the results shcwn in

igure 3. The results of this study indicate that structural failure

is not a serious threat to t1.2 penetrating aircraft. Figure 58 shows

the angle of attack time history. Notice that the wing is stalled
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for a fraction of a second; however, the aircraft does not have time

to develop any appreciable vertical velocity.
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SECTION V

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results presented in the previous section the

follxing conclusions have beeu reached concerning the dynaimic behavior

of an aircraft penetrating a vortex wake.

1. Encountering a vortex can produce rolling moments on the

aircraft in either direction.

2. The pilot's reaction to the roll disturbance can be momen-

tarily out of phase with the upsetting roll moment.

3. An aircraft descendirg into a vortex can experience com-

pletely different types of response depending upon the

penetration angle v.P, For very shallow angles the aircraft

is rolled away from the vortex system. As p increases the

aircraft is rapidly rclled to a very large roll orientation.

4. Aircraf.- climbing into the vortex system will experience

large roll, yaw and altitude excursiona.

5. Reduction of the maxiuim- vortex tangential velocity does not

significantly reduce the hazard of a .- c-rx encounter.

6. The calculated results agree favorably with flight test

data for up to 5 miles. At distances greater than 5 miles

the computed results were too high.

7. The pilot can increase tne roll upset by trying to maintain

his heading. In so doing the aircraft remains in the

vortex field for a longer time resulting in a larger roll

excursion.

8. In the transverse penetration the pilot's control input did

not appreciably increase the load factor as show-i it, previous
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studies. For the aircraft used in this study the results

indicate that structural failure is not a serious threat

to the penetrating aircraft

9. The results show that corporate and light jet transports

cannot mix safely with the ;,-avier jet tran-ports at diz-

tances less than at leist 8 taleF.

10. Admittedly the probability of eucountering a vortex wake 's

still quite small' however, if the separatton distances are

reduced the possibility of an encounter will definitely

increase. The results of this study indicate that reduced

separation distances are unacceptable from a flight safety

viewpoint.
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Appendix A

Selection of Pilot Parameters

The pilot parameters we-e selected on the basis of the rules pze-

sented in Chapter III. In order to apply these rule3 the open i,-op

transfer function for the desired control task must De develpe

The equatlons used in selecting the pilot parameters are present.-

for the following control tasks:

1. Pure Roll

2. Roll and Heading Control

3. Pure Pitch

Roll Control

The equation governing the rolling motion of an airplane can b

expressed in terms of the Laplace transfozm variable as

(s 2 -Lps) = L6 a 6a

or rewritten to form the roll angle/aileron deflection transfer func-

tion

ILL L_ a

6a(s) s(s-Lp)

Previously it was stated that the pilot could ba modeled by a gain,

simple lead term, and a time delay which in mathematical notation

yields

6e(s)
YP0 *e(S) = T•+)-e

where Te = .25 seconds. Nc, the open loop transfer function can be

formed by taking the product if the aircraft and pilot transfer

functions.
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YO. L.sY.. =YOL P• YA= (e(S) 6a(S) $e(S)

= €(s) Kpý-L:L a(S+I/TL )

YO.L. e(s) = LS(s-Yl) e

It has been found by experimentation that pilots adopt an equaliza-

tion term so that they cancel the roll mode. That is the pilots lead

term is fixed by the roll root TR = I/Lp. The pilot's gain K€ was

calculated from an expression taken from Reference b3. For a well

damped response Kp was relate- to the LP and La as follows:

2

2LA•a

Heading and Roll Contr.

Assuming the roll axis to be handled as explained above the

heading transfer function can be approximated by the following ex-

pression.

N6 (s+l/k-,l)

6 s(s2+2 W ds+-d 2 )

where
y5

" ~N6lIr, - - - NE

-d (v + Nr)

wd2 - Nc

",ow the open loop transfer function can be written.

S Kp., 7L. NS(s+I/-, )(s+I/TL) e -

.e s (s2+h;d1ds+,d 2 )
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The rules stated in Chapter III call for a selection of pilot lead

and gain so that the phase margin lies between 50 and 100 degrces.

The lead term can therefore be adjusted to satisfy the phase margin

requlrement while the gain can be varied to ensure that the open

loop crossover frequency falls in the vicinity of 1.0 r-dians per

second. Figure 59 shows a block diagram sketch of the pilot-Y' icle

system as wall as a Bode plot of the open loop transfer function.

Pitch Ccntrol

The pitcn angle/elevator deflection transfer "unction can be

obtained by solving the longitudinal set ot equations.

(s-Xu)u - (Xws + Xw)w- (Xqs - g)e -X5

-ZUU + (S-7 - Zw)w- (Uo + Zq)se - Z

-MuU - (Mws + M,.)W + (s2- Mqs)e 6

solving for e(s)/l(s) yields

- Aes 2 + Bes + Ce

6(s) Along

where

Along - [s 2+2(6w) pS+p2][ 2 +2(]. ) 2 spS+sp 2]

The terms As, Be, Ce, (w)p etc. are related to the aircraft's

stability derivatives. Ashkenas and McRuer64 have shown that the

following approximations can be made for the numerator

Acs2 + Brs + CI
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where

I/Tal - -Xu + X
Zw

lIT0 2 = -Zw

and for the denominator

2 6, P - - (zw + Nq + Ma)

2 6 w = -Xu Mu(Xc-g)

W2 . (MWZU - MuZW)
p z Mq-Ma

Again the open loop transfer function is obtained by multiplying the

aircraft transfer function by the pilot transfer function.

O.L. Pe 6(s)

e(s) 14M5 kp TLe(s+l/TL6 )"s+l/Tgl)(s+1/T6 2 )e

ee(s) (s2+2(6w)ps + Wp2 )(s2+ 2 (6 w)sp a + Ws 2)

Figur.e 60 sho.s a block diagram sketch and Bode plot of the open

loop transfer function. Note that the crossover frequency is approxi-

mately 4.5 radians/second. This value was selected based on the

information contained in a paper by McRuer, Graham and Krendel 6 5 .

They found that for good pitch attitude control a crossover frequency

of 4.5 radians/second is required for an effective time delay of

.25 seconds.
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